Introduction {#sec1-2331216518802702}
============

Speech intelligibility is usually measured using standardized speech materials where participants are asked to recall words or sentences they heard. The responses of the participants are then scored per word or per sentence depending on the type of speech material. For speech audiometry, two procedures are often used: the constant and adaptive procedure. With the constant procedure, a list of words or sentences is presented at a particular signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) whereas the adaptive procedure converges to a certain speech intelligibility level by changing the SNR based on the participant's response ([@bibr19-2331216518802702]). The convergence point for the adaptive procedure is often the 50% speech intelligibility level, also called the speech reception threshold (SRT). Although speech audiometry is a reliable and highly repeatable measure, it is not applicable to considerably longer sentences, especially connected discourse, as these cannot be easily recalled and scored in the same way as short sentences. Furthermore, connected discourse materials are usually not standardized. Despite this, commercial or lab recordings of stories have been used in studies to evaluate a person's speech intelligibility during a behavioral or electrophysiological test ([@bibr7-2331216518802702]; [@bibr8-2331216518802702]; [@bibr21-2331216518802702]; [@bibr23-2331216518802702]). As there are large differences regarding content and acoustic properties between these stories, it is difficult to compare the results between these studies. Therefore, other methods are needed to investigate the intelligibility of connected discourse.

Several procedures have been used to measure intelligibility of connected discourse. One method is the content-related question-and-answer procedure. Here, the participant is asked comprehension questions during or after listening to a passage of speech. By counting the number of correct answers, speech intelligibility is measured (e.g., [@bibr23-2331216518802702]). [@bibr3-2331216518802702] showed that the SRTs of sentence tests were highly correlated with those on their content-related question-and-answer test. Although this method seems promising, it is time consuming since a constant procedure is used and the results highly rely on the listener's postperceptual abilities ([@bibr21-2331216518802702]), the content of the speech material and how the content-related questions are selected.

A second method is the speech Békesy procedure where the participants have to adjust the level of the masker or target stimulus until a certain level of speech intelligibility is reached. Studies have shown that this adaptive, time efficient procedure has a good test--retest reliability and keeps the participants motivated and alert as they are actively self-adjusting the level ([@bibr8-2331216518802702]; [@bibr26-2331216518802702]; review of [@bibr17-2331216518802702]). [@bibr8-2331216518802702] developed a test called the threshold of intelligibility for connected discourse (TICD) and instructed the participants to adjust the level of a newscast, until some of the words dropped out. They found a difference of only 0.8 dB between the norm SRT of a word test (22.5 dB) and the TICD (23.2 dB). The average test--retest difference was smaller for the TICD (1.8 dB) compared with the word test (2.1 dB).

In clinical practice as well as for research purposes, the self-assessed procedure is often used ([@bibr2-2331216518802702]; [@bibr7-2331216518802702]; [@bibr11-2331216518802702]; [@bibr31-2331216518802702]). In this procedure, participants are instructed to rate the intelligibility of sentences or connected discourse by giving a percentage or using a scale during a constant procedure. [@bibr29-2331216518802702] reported a good test--retest reliability of rating by normal-hearing participants (median test--retest difference: 1.2 dB). Despite this, it should be noted that the underlying principle of a person's self-adjusting (speech Békesy procedure) or rating strategy (self-assessed procedure) can bias the results ([@bibr8-2331216518802702]). For example, a strategy based on *accurately perceiving words* may result in similar outcomes as standard recall sentence tests whereas a strategy based on *understanding the main message* can result in different outcomes or a higher intersubject variability.

Recently, a new method was developed by [@bibr21-2331216518802702], the Glasgow monitoring of uninterrupted speech task. In this procedure, the participant is instructed to listen to connected discourse while simultaneously reading a written transcript. The transcript contains deliberate mistakes and the number of detected substitutions can be taken as a measure of speech intelligibility. They found a worse SRT, shallower psychometric function, and higher intersubject variability for continuous connected discourse compared with trial-by-trial recalled sentences. Furthermore, the results for two extra conditions, trial-by-trial connected discourse and concatenated sentences, suggest that the higher difficulty of connected discourse was not related to the duration of the stimuli. However, in order to correctly interpret the difference in dB between sentences and connected discourse, concatenated sentences should be used as a better SRT was obtained when presenting sentences continuously instead of trial-by-trial. This task also has several drawbacks. For example, the authors report that participants need to have an adequate reading ability. Furthermore, the amount of top-down information that can be used in this test is higher compared with methods without written transcripts since it provides the participant extra knowledge. This makes the test rather unrealistic and may underestimate the difficulty associated with the intelligibility of connected discourse.

We developed a new method, aimed to address a number of shortcomings of the methods reviewed earlier, which we term the *self-assessed Békesy procedure.* This is an adaptive procedure in which the level of the masker is adapted based on the participant's rating of speech intelligibility. As a result of this, not only the intelligibility of sentences but also of connected discourse can be evaluated as it converges to the SRT of the participant. Since it is an adaptive and therefore time efficient procedure, we added the term "Békesy" in the name of our procedure. We also included the term "self-assessed" as we use ratings to adapt the SNR. We believe that ratings are more natural compared with self-adjusting the level and also motivate participants to listen to the content of the target speaker instead of relying on the level of the masker. Since we use ratings, we will also refer to this new method as the *rate* procedure. To make a clear distinction between this procedure and a standard adaptive speech audiometry test where persons recall sentences, we will refer to the latter method as the *recall* procedure.

In the remainder of this article, we will describe the self-assessed Békesy procedure and it's validation in a group of young, normal-hearing listeners. An overview of the study design is given in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"}. Using these material and methods, we investigated the following: We compared the outcomes of the self-assessed Békesy procedure (i.e., rate procedure) with those of a gold standard speech audiometry test (i.e., recall procedure) to assess the validity of our new procedure. The same standardized sentences were used in both procedures.We calculated the inter- and intrasubject variability. To evaluate the test--retest reliability, the rate procedure for sentences and connected discourse was conducted at least two times.We included three different maskers in our study to verify if our rate procedure detects similar differences between maskers compared with the recall procedure. This is important since studies have shown that demanding, informational maskers result in more difficulties in older compared with younger normal-hearing participants ([@bibr12-2331216518802702]). Such cognitive factors can in turn differentially affect the recall versus rate measure. In addition, this allowed us to investigate the effect of masker type on intelligibility of connected discourse, which has not been done before.We examined the difference between the rate SRTs of concatenated unrelated sentences (continuous speech) versus connected discourse to evaluate whether it is important to control for differences between sentences and connected discourse when presenting them at the same SNRs.We compared the test duration of the recall and rate procedures to formulate an advice about the implementation of this test in an experimental and clinical setting. Figure 1.Overview of the study design.

Material and Methods {#sec2-2331216518802702}
====================

Participants {#sec3-2331216518802702}
------------

Fourteen participants aged between 18 and 26 years (12 women and 2 men, median age: 20) participated in our study and had Dutch (Flemish) as their mother tongue. All participants had normal hearing as they had pure tone thresholds better than 25 dB HL at all octave frequencies from 125 Hz up to 8 kHz, in both ears. This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee UZ KU Leuven / Research (Reference No. S57102). All participants took part voluntarily and gave their written informed consent. According to a power analysis for pairwise *t*-test comparisons, 14 subjects should be enough to find a large effect (effect size = 0.8) with significance level equal to .05 and power equal to 0.8.

Stimuli {#sec4-2331216518802702}
-------

### Target stimuli {#sec5-2331216518802702}

To compare the recall and rate procedure, we chose two different types of standardized sentences, both uttered by female speakers and normed in a young, normal-hearing population ([@bibr20-2331216518802702]; [@bibr27-2331216518802702]). The two types of speech materials were both included in the study because they differ in their resemblance to connected discourse and daily life sentences. The first type of sentences is the Flemish Matrix sentence test ([@bibr20-2331216518802702]), which contains 13 lists of 20 sentences. Each sentence has the fixed structure *name, verb, numeral, color* and *object* where each element is selected from a closed-set of 10 possibilities, for example, *Jacob ziet drie groene boten* (*Jacob sees three green boats*). The Matrix sentences are grammatically trivial and cannot be completed based on context cues. During a recall procedure, participants are instructed to recall the sentences which allow the percentage of correctly repeated words to be calculated (word scoring).

The second type of sentences is the Leuven intelligibility sentence test (LIST), which consists of 35 lists of 10 sentences each ([@bibr27-2331216518802702]). This speech material resembles daily life sentences and connected discourse more closely, as it contains context cues, for example, *De bakker bakt brood* (*The baker bakes bread*). For the LIST sentences, sentence scoring based on keywords is used to calculate the percentage of correct recalled sentences. More specifically, a sentence has a maximum score of 100% if each keyword of the sentence is identified correctly; otherwise, the sentence score is equal to 0%. Errors of non-keywords, such the article *the,* are not taken into account. Since the LIST sentences were originally developed to test hearing aid and cochlear implant users, they are spoken relatively slowly. Therefore, we speeded up the sentences with a factor of 0.75 using the program Praat ([@bibr5-2331216518802702]) to more resemble the rates of the Matrix sentences and connected discourse.

To measure the intelligibility of connected discourse, we used two nonstandardized, commercial recordings of stories as target stimuli. The first story is called *De Wilde Zwanen* from Hans Christian Andersen, narrated by a female, Flemish talker (Story1). The second story is called *Bianca en Nero* from Béatrice Deru-Renard and narrated by a male, Flemish talker (Story2). Both stories were set to the same root mean square level, and silences were shortened to a maximum duration of 300 ms.

### Maskers {#sec6-2331216518802702}

In this study, we used three different maskers: speech weighted noise (SWN), a competing talker (CT), and a competing talker in combination with babble noise (CTBabble) for two reasons. First, to verify if the rate procedure is able to detect differences between maskers similar to the recall procedure. Second, to investigate the effect of masker type on intelligibility of connected discourse. As shown in [Table 1](#table1-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"}, all standardized sentences and stories were presented in stationary SWN. SWN has the long-term average spectrum of the corresponding speech materials or stories and therefore results in optimal spectral masking, also called energetic masking. Besides being used as a target, Story2 was also used as a CT to mask Story1. In addition to energetic masking, a CT also results in the activation of top-down cognitive processes such as selective attention (i.e., informational masking) and makes it difficult to separate the target and CT (for review, see [@bibr18-2331216518802702]). Despite this, a CT has temporal gaps and can consequently enable the participant to achieve better SRTs compared with the SWN condition ([@bibr10-2331216518802702]). Lastly, the story *Milan* (Story3), written and narrated by Stijn Vranken, in combination with babble noise (CTBabble) was used to create a condition which is similar to a realistic, challenging communication scenario such as a cafeteria. Table 1.Overview of the Different Conditions.RecallRateSWNCTBabbleCTSWNCTBabbleCTMatrixXXXXXXLISTXXXXXXStory1XXStory2XX[^1]

Apparatus and Presentation of Stimuli {#sec7-2331216518802702}
-------------------------------------

The participant was seated in a triple-walled soundproof booth in front of a computer running the software platform APEX ([@bibr9-2331216518802702]). All stimuli were presented through ER-3 A insertphones while instructions were given on the computer screen. The target stimuli were calibrated at 90 dB SPL (A weighted) with a type 2260 sound level pressure meter, a type 4189 half-inch microphone, and a 2 cc coupler from Brüel & Kjaer. An RME Multiface II soundcard was connected to the computer with a PCMCIA HDSP Card.

During the experiment, the target stimuli were presented at 55 dB SPL (A weighted), and the level of the masker was adjusted during both procedures to converge to the SRT. For the SWN and CT condition, target and masker stimuli were presented to the right ear of the participant. For the CTBabble condition, target and masker stimuli were presented to both ears but were filtered to simulate spatial hearing. Spatial hearing was simulated using head-related transfer functions derived from measurements in an anechoic chamber ([@bibr16-2331216518802702]). This allowed us to simulate the CT to come from 90° to the left of the participant (−90°) and the target speaker from 90° to the right of the participant. The babble noise was built by first combining speech signals of 36 different speakers into 9 different babble sources. Each babble source consisted of four speech signals from two male and two female speakers. The spectra of the babble sources were separately matched to those of the speech materials. Using the head-related transfer functions, the babble sources were simulated to be present at nine equidistant positions around the participant (at −180°, −140°, ... to 140°) and separated by 40° each.

Procedure {#sec8-2331216518802702}
---------

To obtain the SRT, both recall and rate procedure were performed by adaptively adjusting the level of the masker. This is more time efficient compared with a constant procedure as only one list is needed to obtain the SRT, instead of several at different SNRs. Furthermore, the results of a pilot study on three participants showed that a constant procedure resulted in similar SRTs, but the inter- and intrasubject variability appeared to be higher compared with the adaptive procedure. Almost all participants completed every condition of the recall (standard adaptive) and rate (self-assessed Békesy) procedure. Only three participants did not finish the complete protocol due to a mistake of one of the experimenters. For these three subjects, one or three of 24 conditions was considered as missing data. As shown in [Table 1](#table1-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"}, each participant completed two procedures, the recall and rate procedure, and three blocks representing the three masker conditions: SWN, CT, and CTBabble. Both the recall and rate procedure were administered before the next masker was presented. The order of maskers was randomized across participants.

### Recall procedure {#sec9-2331216518802702}

Participants always started with the recall procedure where sentences were presented trial-by-trial. First, training lists were administered in order to familiarize the participant with the procedure and avoid learning effects. The adaptive procedure of [@bibr6-2331216518802702] was used for the Matrix sentences ([@bibr20-2331216518802702]). The SRT of the Matrix sentences was defined as the last SNR presented in a list of 20 sentences. For the LIST sentences, the level of the masker was adjusted with a step size of 2 dB using a one-up-one-down procedure to target the SRT. The SRT was calculated by averaging the last 6 SNRs of a list of 10 sentences ([@bibr27-2331216518802702]). The order of presenting the LIST or Matrix sentences was randomized across participants. In addition to recalling the sentences, the participants were also informed about the goal of the procedure, that is, converging to 50% speech intelligibility. By sharing this information with the participants, we aimed to train the participants in rating their speech intelligibility so they could develop a rating strategy. The underlying basis of their strategy, that is, *accurately perceiving 50% of the words* or *understanding 50% of the message,* was not explicitly questioned or documented.

### Rate procedure {#sec10-2331216518802702}

After presenting both Matrix and LIST sentences using the recall procedure, we administered the self-assesed Békesy procedure for the same masker. The order of presenting the different speech materials (LIST, Matrix, Story1, and Story2) was again randomized across participants. In this procedure, instead of recalling, the participants were instructed to listen to the sentences or stories and rate if their speech intelligibility was higher or lower than 50%. For the target stimuli Matrix and LIST, the sentences were concatenated into trials of approximately 2 min each (i.e., 2 lists of each 20 sentences at 2--3 s per sentence) and presented at a fixed SNR. On listening, participants could take their time and decide at any moment which rating (*\<50%* or *\>50%*) they wanted to give to the trial. In other words, participants did not have to rate their speech intelligibility after every sentence but instead could listen to several sentences and consciously rate at their own pace their speech intelligibility.

After rating their speech intelligibility by pushing one of the two buttons, the sentences from the current trial were immediately stopped, the SNR was adapted based on the response and the next trial, with a different set of concatenated sentences, was initiated. The level of the masker was increased if the participant pushed the button *\>50%* or decreased if the *\<50%* button was pushed. The initial step size was 5 dB. From the fourth trial, we changed the step size for three trials to 2 dB and to 1 dB for the remaining trials. For the stories, the method was the same except that different 1-min sections of the stories were presented per trial, not concatenated sentences. In [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"}, the difference between the recall and rate procedure, with regard to the timeline, is shown. Figure 2.Timeline of the standard adaptive (recall) procedure and self-assessed Békesy (rate) procedure. During the recall procedure, participants were instructed to recall a Matrix or LIST sentence immediately after the sentence was presented. For the rate procedure, the Matrix and LIST sentences were concatenated into trials of ± 2 min each and presented at a fixed SNR. On listening, participants did not have to rate their speech intelligibility after every sentence but instead could listen to several sentences and consciously rate at their own pace by pressing one of the two buttons (*\<50%* or *\>50%*) at any moment. After rating, the sentences from the current trial were immediately stopped, the SNR was adapted and the next trial was initiated. For the stories, the method was the same except that different 1-min sections of the stories were presented per trial.*Note.* LIST = Leuven intelligibility sentence test.

The procedure was stopped when the following criterion was reached. The participant had to perform reversals in a sequential order which was indicated by a minimum sequence of the following button presses: *\>50%, \<50%, \>50%* or vice versa *\>50%, \<50%, \>50%.* When participants indicated that they understood 50% of the sentences or story, the procedure was ended only when a *reversal* was already performed. This method was chosen to ensure that listeners varied the SNR at least two times instead of simply ending the procedure at the first SNR without comparison. This way the experimenter guided the procedure to behave similarly to the adaptive track of the recall procedure, that is, a staircase which eventually fluctuates around the SRT. The last SNR presented was taken as the SRT of that list.

The rate procedure was conducted at least two times. If the outcome differed more than 2 dB with the previous, a third run was performed. This was done consistently, except for 6 of the 136 conditions where the experimenter did not repeat the procedure a third time while the test--retest difference was 3 or 4 dB. For our analysis, the rate SRT was calculated by averaging the last six SNRs of a list, similar to the recall SRT of the LIST sentences. By including more data points, we expected our results to be more reliable compared with only including the values of the last SNR. If three runs were administered because the test--retest criterion was exceeded, the SRT values of the last two lists were used in order to exclude learning effects and to guarantee that the participant correctly understood the instruction of the experimenter. Furthermore, the average of these values was taken to compare conditions.

Statistical Analysis {#sec11-2331216518802702}
--------------------

Version 3.4.4 of R was used to conduct the statistical analyses. To address the several research aims, we used nonparametric tests since we recruited a small sample size of 14 participants for the first evaluation of our new procedure. Since the distribution of small data sets is difficult to examine, it is often recommended to use nonparametric tests as these do not have assumptions about the distribution of the data ([@bibr1-2331216518802702]). In addition to this, Shapiro--Wilk test (*p* \< .05) revealed a significant deviation from the normal distribution in at least one of the conditions. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were chosen because the same participants completed the different conditions of interest. To investigate differences in intersubject variability between conditions, we used the Levene test centered around the median. To assess the reliability of the self-assessed Békesy procedure (rate procedure), we evaluated the intrasubject variability determined by the standard deviation of repeated measurements. This measure is frequently used when evaluating speech-in-noise tests ([@bibr15-2331216518802702]; [@bibr20-2331216518802702]; [@bibr22-2331216518802702]; [@bibr27-2331216518802702]; [@bibr30-2331216518802702]). In this study, we calculated these standard deviations by taking the root mean square of the differences between test and retest, divided by $\sqrt{2}$ ([@bibr24-2331216518802702]; [@bibr28-2331216518802702]). Lastly, the method of [@bibr14-2331216518802702] was applied to control for multiple comparisons if needed.

Results {#sec12-2331216518802702}
=======

Recalling Versus Rating Standardized Sentences {#sec13-2331216518802702}
----------------------------------------------

A first step in the validation of our procedure is investigating how the outcomes of the rate procedure are related to those of the recall procedure. In [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"}, the rate and recall SRTs of the standardized Matrix and LIST sentences are compared. First, it can be seen that the rate SRTs are closer to the recall SRTs for the Matrix compared with the LIST. No significant difference was found between the rate and recall SRT of the Matrix sentences for all masker conditions, using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Median differences of −0.5, −0.6, and −3.3 dB between the rate and recall Matrix SRTs were observed for SWN, CTBabble, and CT, respectively. In contrast to the Matrix, most SRTs of the LIST sentences are situated above the diagonal. In line with this, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and the median of the intraindividual differences showed significantly lower rate than recall SRTs for the LIST sentences, in all the masker conditions (SWN: median diff = −3.7 dB, *p* \< .001; CT: median diff = −6.1 dB, *p* = .001; CTBabble: median diff = −2.7 dB, *p* \< .001). Figure 3.Scatterplot showing the recall SRTs of the Matrix and LIST sentences against their rate SRTs. The symbols and colors represent the three masker conditions: SWN, CTBabble, and CT.*Note.* SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; SRT = speech reception threshold; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

Inter- and Intrasubject Variability {#sec14-2331216518802702}
-----------------------------------

### Intersubject variability {#sec15-2331216518802702}

[Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} shows the SRTs for both the recall and rate procedure for all speech materials and maskers. With regard to the effect of speech material on the intersubject variability, the boxplots show similar interquartile ranges for the sentences and connected discourse materials. Using Levene's test, we found no significant differences between the intersubject variabilities of the different speech materials for any masker type with either of the procedures. Figure 4.Boxplots of the recall and the rate SRTs of the four speech materials: Matrix, LIST sentences, Story1, and Story2 in the three maskers: SWN, CTBabble, and CT.*Note.* SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; SRT = speech reception threshold; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

However, an increase is seen in interquartile range for the sentences when participants are instructed to rate their speech intelligibility compared with recalling the sentences. Using Levene's test, only when CT was used as masker, a significant increase was detected between the variances of recall and rate LIST SRTs (*F*(1, 26) = 4.285, *p* = .049). For the Matrix sentences or other masker conditions, no significant differences in variances between procedures were found.

With regard to the effect of masker, [Figures 3](#fig3-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} clearly show an increase in intersubject variability with CT compared with the other two maskers (SWN and CTBabble). Using Holm-adjusted Levene's test, we found a significant increase in intersubject variability of the rate SRTs when CT is used as masker compared with SWN or CTBabble for all speech materials (Matrix, LIST, and DWZ: *p* \< .05). For the recall procedure, only for the LIST sentences a significant increase in intersubject variability was detected for CT compared with CTBabble (*F*(1, 26) = 10.384, *p* = .01).

### Intrasubject variability {#sec16-2331216518802702}

To check if a procedure is reliable, it is important to assess the intrasubject variability or test--retest reliability. [Table 2](#table2-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"} summarizes the standard deviations of the repeated measurements for the different conditions. We can infer from this table that a relatively small test--retest variability was obtained for all speech materials in SWN and CTBabble (range: 0.7--1.4 dB), except for Story1 (2 dB). Furthermore, a substantially higher intrasubject variability was obtained for all speech materials when CT was used as masker (range: 1.6--2.2 dB). Table 2.Test--Retest Variability of the Rate Procedure Determined by the Standard Deviation of the Repeated Measures ([@bibr24-2331216518802702]; [@bibr28-2331216518802702]).SWNCTBabbleCTMatrix0.7 dB0.7 dB1.9 dBLIST1.1 dB0.8 dB1.6 dBStory12 dB2.2 dBStory21.4 dB0.8 dB[^2]

Effect of Masker Type on the Recall and Rate SRTs {#sec17-2331216518802702}
-------------------------------------------------

With regard to the effect of masker, we found significantly lower (better) rate and recall SRTs when using CT compared with SWN or CTBabble ([Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} and Holm-adjusted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests: *p* \< .01). The large positive values reported in [Table 3](#table3-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"} confirm this effect for all speech materials and both procedures. In contrast with this, smaller differences between SWN and CTBabble were found. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests only detected a significantly lower recall LIST SRT when comparing CTBabble to SWN (median diff = −2.3 dB; *p* = .008). Table 3.Median Values of the Intraindividual Differences Between Masker Conditions for All Speech Materials in Both Procedures.RecallRate*p*CI of differenceSWN vs. CTMatrix12.8 dB16.5 dB.051\[0.3, 6.1\]LIST11.7 dB14.4 dB.115\[−0.3, 5\]Story19.2 dBSWN vs. CTBabbleMatrix0 dB−0.2 dB.735\[−0.9, 1.6\]LIST2.3 dB1.3 dB.115\[−2.7, 0\]Story20.7 dBCTBabble vs. CTMatrix13.5 dB15.5 dB.065\[0.2, 5.8\]LIST9.3 dB13.2 dB.018\[1.6, 5.7\][^3][^4]

In addition to this, we investigated if the recall and rate procedure led to similar effects of masker type, described earlier. In other words, lowest SRTs when CT is used as masker and similar SRTs for SWN and CTBabble. Using, Holm-adjusted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, we found no significant differences between the recall and rate procedure, except for the LIST sentences when comparing CT versus CTBabble ([Table 3](#table3-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"}; *p* = .018). In line with this, confidence intervals of the difference between recall and rate procedure were narrow and close to zero when comparing SWN with CTBabble. When comparing SWN or CTBabble to CT, however, wider intervals were obtained. This may be due to the slightly larger differences between CT and the other maskers for the rate compared with recall procedure.

Lastly, we can infer from [Table 3](#table3-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"} that a similar trend of masker type was found on the intelligibility of connected discourse compared with the sentences. In other words, a higher Story1 SRT was found for SWN compared with CT (median diff = 9.2 dB), and a similar Story2 SRT was found for SWN versus CTBabble (median diff = 0.7 dB). Although the trend is similar, we have to note that the difference between SWN and CT is substantially smaller (median diff = 9.2 dB) compared with the Matrix (median diff = 16.5 dB) and LIST sentences (median diff = 14.4 dB).

Sentences Versus Connected Discourse {#sec18-2331216518802702}
------------------------------------

Since we developed a new method to measure intelligibility of connected discourse, it is interesting to study how intelligibility of connected discourse relates to that of sentences. As shown in [Table 4](#table4-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"}, our data reveal that rate SRTs for Story1 and Story2 were significantly higher compared with those of the sentences for all masker conditions (*p* \< .05). Furthermore, the negative differences between the rate SRTs of the sentences and Story1 and the positive but very small difference between Story1 and Story2 indicate that Story1 was the most difficult to understand. When taking the size of the differences into account, differences which may influence the interpretation of the outcomes of experiments were primarily obtained in SWN and CTBabble when comparing the LIST sentences with Story1 (SWN: −3.7 dB) or Story2 (SWN: −3 dB and CTBabble: −3.4 dB; [Table 4](#table4-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"}). In addition, when CT was used as masker, a large difference of approximately −9 dB was found when comparing both LIST or Matrix sentences with Story1. Table 4.Median Values of the Intraindividual Differences Between the SRTs of the Speech Material Reported in the Row Versus Column.Story1Story2SWNMatrix−2.1 dB (*p* = .001)−1.7 dB (*p* = .017)LIST−3.7 dB (*p* = .001)−3 dB (*p* = .001)Story10.8 dB (*p* = .017)CTMatrix−10 dB (*p* = .001)LIST−8.2 dB (*p* = .001)CTBabbleMatrix−0.8 dB (*p* = .05)LIST−3.4 dB (*p* = .004)[^5][^6]

Time Efficiency {#sec19-2331216518802702}
---------------

To implement this method in research and the clinic, it is important that our new procedure does not require a long test duration. By using an adaptive instead of a constant procedure, the SRT of an individual is obtained during only one run of the procedure. The test durations summarized in [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} show that our rate procedure takes substantially less time compared with the recall procedure of the Matrix sentences whereas a similar test duration was found to the one of the LIST. This can be explained by the different number of Matrix (20) and LIST (10) sentences that have to be recalled during one run. Across maskers and speech materials, we can infer from [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518802702){ref-type="fig"} that the test durations ranged from ± 1 min to ± 6 min due to the long test durations of the recall procedure of the Matrix sentences. When we exclude the latter procedure, the test duration ranged between 1 and 2 min, with interquartile range between 80 and 130 s. In addition to this, our data show that most participants needed between 10 and 16 trials during the rate procedure to converge to the SRT. Figure 5.Boxplots showing the duration of the recall and rate procedure (in seconds), conducted for all speech materials and masker types. The two procedures, recall and rate, are coded in color.*Note.* SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise.

Discussion {#sec20-2331216518802702}
==========

In the present study, we described and evaluated the self-assessed Békesy procedure, a new method that is able to measure intelligibility of sentences and connected discourse. In young, normal-hearing participants, our data show that our method is a valid, reliable, and time efficient procedure. For both recall and rate procedure, better SRTs were found for sentences and connected discourse when CT was used as masker compared with SWN and CTBabble. This indicates the ability of the self-assessed Békesy procedure to detect similar effects of masker type compared with a recall procedure as well as to investigate the effect of masker type on the intelligibility of connected discourse. In addition, significant differences between the rate SRTs of LIST sentences versus connected discourse materials were found for all masker conditions.

Recalling Versus Rating Standardized Sentences {#sec21-2331216518802702}
----------------------------------------------

Our data show small median differences (\< 1 dB) between the rate and recall SRTs of the Matrix sentences when SWN and CTBabble were used as masker. This indicates the feasibility of the self-assessed Békesy procedure to be implemented in research. When using CT as masker, a slightly higher, but nonsignificant difference of 3.3 dB was found. For the LIST sentences, however, significantly better rate than recall SRTs were found for all masker conditions (range of median differences: 2.7--6.1 dB). We hypothesize that the difference between scoring method and rating strategy can explain these results ([@bibr8-2331216518802702]).

First, multiple participants reported that the rating of the Matrix sentences was easier compared with the LIST because the fixed Matrix structure of five words per sentence allowed them to count ([@bibr20-2331216518802702]). This consequently resulted in a more objective estimation which may explain the similar Matrix recall and rate SRTs. Because of the fixed structure and low context information, we believe that Matrix rate SRTs capture more information about accurately perceiving words rather than understanding the message. In contrast to this, LIST sentences contain more context and resemble more connected discourse and daily life sentences. Although, the scoring method of the LIST sentences is based on keywords, all keywords should be recalled correctly in order to score the sentence correct ([@bibr27-2331216518802702]). In other words, when only four of five keywords are recalled correctly, the LIST sentence is scored incorrect during the recall procedure while these sentences are probably rated as highly intelligible. As participants are not informed about the keyword-based scoring method, we expect that this difference between scoring method and rating strategy led to the difference between procedures. In view of speech intelligibility, we could state that the recall LIST SRTs reflect accurately perceiving the words while during the rating procedure the understanding of the message was captured.

To have a better comparison between these procedures in the future, the scoring method of the LIST sentences could be adjusted to the number of correct keywords to adapt the SNR. This way, the degree of understanding the message may be better approximated. In addition to this, making the instructions of the experimenter more explicit or documenting the rating strategy could allow to assess how persons rate their speech intelligibility, that is, based on perceiving words or understanding the message.

Inter- and Intrasubject Variability {#sec22-2331216518802702}
-----------------------------------

By investigating the intersubject variability, we could study the discriminative power of our procedure but also the variation related to procedural and stimulus aspects. Based on the literature, we assumed that individual differences are better detected when presenting connected discourse instead of sentences ([@bibr21-2331216518802702]). However, in this study, we did not find a significant effect of speech material on the intersubject variability. While [@bibr21-2331216518802702] recruited older listeners with different degrees of hearing loss, our participant group was very homogeneous as it consisted only of young, normal-hearing participants. Despite this, we found higher intersubject variabilities for our fluctuating noise (CT) which is consistent with validation studies of speech-in-noise tests ([@bibr10-2331216518802702]; [@bibr15-2331216518802702]; [@bibr28-2331216518802702]). Although this could reflect a better discriminative power, it can also be related to the variation in stimulus aspects. As connected discourse passages are often heterogeneous in terms of acoustics, content as well as the length of the silent gaps, a randomization of the segments of the target and CT across participants can result in an increased intersubject variability of the SRT ([@bibr17-2331216518802702]; [@bibr28-2331216518802702]).

To quantify the reliability of our rate procedure, we also evaluated the test--retest reliability or intrasubject variability. Although the test--retest reliability for the rate Matrix SRTs (± 0.7 dB) is higher compared with values obtained during the Matrix recall sentence test (0.4--0.5 dB; [@bibr15-2331216518802702]; [@bibr20-2331216518802702]; [@bibr30-2331216518802702]), our test--retest reliability when SWN and CTBabble are used as masker (\< 1.5 dB) is similar to those found with methods measuring intelligibility of connected discourse ([@bibr3-2331216518802702]; [@bibr8-2331216518802702]) and other speech-in-noise tests using HINT or LIST sentences ([@bibr15-2331216518802702]; [@bibr22-2331216518802702]; [@bibr27-2331216518802702]). In addition to this, a substantially larger test--retest reliability (± 2 dB) was found when Story1 or CT were presented as target stimulus or masker, respectively. Similar to other studies, stories or CTs are often heterogeneous in terms of acoustics and length of the silent gaps ([@bibr17-2331216518802702]; [@bibr28-2331216518802702]). To control for this in further research, we could limit the silences of both target talker and masker to 200 ms, which will preserve the naturalness of the speech more compared with gaps of approximately 100 ms.

Effect of Masker Type and Speech Material {#sec23-2331216518802702}
-----------------------------------------

In this study, we used three maskers to verify if the self-assessed Békesy procedure detects similar effects of masker type compared with the recall procedure. This is valuable in the sense that studies have shown that older adults experience more difficulties with informational maskers compared with energetic ([@bibr12-2331216518802702]). Similar to the literature, our data showed significantly better SRTs for young, normal-hearing participants for both procedures when CT was used as masker compared with SWN or CTBabble ([@bibr10-2331216518802702]; [@bibr12-2331216518802702]). In other words, both the recall and rate procedure reliably detected the benefit of temporal gaps for speech intelligibility. For the most realistic masker, CTBabble, similar SRTs were found to SWN with either of the procedures. Although slightly larger differences between the maskers were observed for the rate procedure, similar conclusions could be made for the effect of masker type on the recall and rate SRTs. To the best of our knowledge, this is also the first study which has compared different masker types on the intelligibility of connected discourse. Although a similar trend was found compared with the sentences, the smaller difference in SRT between SWN and CT for Story1 compared with LIST and Matrix ([Table 3](#table3-2331216518802702){ref-type="table"}) suggests that our participants benefited less from a CT when the target stimulus was more complex. More studies using connected discourse tests have to be conducted to confirm this.

Lastly, our data show that it is important to take differences between continuous speech (i.e., sentences) and connected discourse into account. Significantly, higher SRTs were obtained for connected discourse compared with the Matrix and LIST sentences, especially when CT was used as masker (Matrix/LIST vs. Story1: −9 dB). This is in line with previous results of [@bibr21-2331216518802702] who also found worse SRTs for connected discourse compared with continuous speech (i.e., sentences) in SWN. As a result of this, it seems that connected discourse materials should be carefully selected because an effect of interest may in reality reflect differences in content or acoustics between- or within-speech materials. For this reason, we advise for future behavioral or electrophysiological tests to use the outcomes of the self-assessed Békesy procedure, as a measure for the SRT of connected discourse instead of presenting these materials at the same SNRs as standardized sentences. In other words, norms can be established for connected discourse, using standardized sentences as a reference.

Future Work {#sec24-2331216518802702}
-----------

Although our self-assessed Békesy procedure has a good time efficiency, more steps have to be taken before implementing this new procedure in research and the clinic. First of all, we noticed that participants found it difficult to use the buttons *\>50%* and *\<50%* to indicate their level of speech intelligibility. Therefore, we suggest to implement a continuous scale from 0% to 100%. Similar to the buttons, this scale will motivate the participants to consciously rate their speech intelligibility but will also allow them to estimate it in a more natural way. In addition, we can use this extra information to fit psychometric functions on our data. A second important step is to validate this new procedure in a more heterogenous group such as older individuals with different degrees of hearing loss. This not only allows us to investigate if the self-assessed Békesy procedure is sensitive to individual differences but also to examine if our rate procedure is still time efficient and reliable. Older persons are known to be slower, often underestimate their performance and need more effort to perform in the same way ([@bibr13-2331216518802702]). These factors may affect the rating scores and consequently result in differences with the outcomes on speech audiometry tests. Although this may seem problematic, capturing differences in effort can also mean that the self-assessed Békesy procedure resembles daily life performance more closely.

Although the primary goal of our study was to find a link with the outcomes of current speech audiometry tests, it should be investigated if our self-assessed Békesy procedure can also be used to get information about real-world performance. As a first step, a higher speech intelligibility level which more resembles daily life, such as 80% could be used as target point for this new procedure. [@bibr25-2331216518802702], for example, found that the intersubject variability is lower when converging to higher speech intelligibility levels on the psychometric curve. Moreover, they showed that the maximal reliability should be achieved at approximately 80% if the slope of the psychometric curve is shallow. Although it is hard to imagine what 80% sounds like, we hypothesize that implementing a scale (0%--100%) instead of the two buttons (\>50% or \<50%), as mentioned earlier, could solve this problem. This way, participants do not have to focus on 80% but can compare between different trials. In addition to a new target point, other measures important for understanding speech in daily life could be related with the outcomes of our self-assessed Békesy procedure. For example, outcomes on cognitive tests such as the reading span test ([@bibr3-2331216518802702]) or questionnaires about speech-in-noise performance and listening effort ([@bibr11-2331216518802702]; [@bibr13-2331216518802702]) could be linked to the individual SRTs when testing a more heterogenous group of older hearing impaired persons. Finally, it would also be interesting to test if the self-assessed Békesy procedure can be used to evaluate the benefit of hearing aids and their different processing schemes while presenting connected discourse.

Conclusion {#sec25-2331216518802702}
==========

In this study, we proposed a new method, the self-assessed Békesy procedure, to determine the SRT of connected discourse. When the scoring method of the recall procedure is comparable to the strategy assumed to underlie the person's ratings, we obtained similar results for both procedures. This suggests that the self-assessed Békesy procedure is a valid procedure that can be used in an experimental setting. In general, a good test--retest reliability (\< 1.5 dB) comparable to the standard speech-in-noise tests was obtained. Only when CT was used as masker, higher inter- and intrasubject variabilities were observed which could be due to variations in stimulus aspects. Furthermore, similar effects of masker types were found for recall and rate procedure which supports the potential of our procedure to investigate the effect of masker type in young versus older listeners. In addition to this, our results suggest that intelligibility of connected discourse may be differently affected by the masker type compared with sentences. Finally, the differences between the LIST sentences and connected discourse materials indicate the importance of controlling for differences in intelligibility between sentences and connected discourse.
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[^1]: *Note.* SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; LIST = Leuven intelligibility sentence test.

[^2]: *Note.* SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; LIST = Leuven intelligibility sentence test.

[^3]: *Note.* Holm-adjusted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to investigate if the effect of masker type on sentences differed depending on the procedure being used (recall vs. rate). The *p* values and confidence intervals of the differences between the rate and recall procedure are reported (significance level = .05).

[^4]: SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; LIST = Leuven intelligibility sentence test.

[^5]: *Note.* For example, a negative value (e.g., −2.1 dB) means that we have obtained a lower (better) SRT for the Matrix sentences compared with Story1. Holm-adjusted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to investigate if the difference between speech materials was significant. The *p* values are reported between brackets (significance level = .05).

[^6]: SWN = speech weighted noise; CT = competing talker; CTBabble = competing talker in combination with babble noise; LIST = Leuven intelligibility sentence test.
